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Philosophy 
Mens Sana In Corpore Sano | A Healthy Mind In A Healthy Body 

When we teach children through working with the body and exploring its 

capabilities, we also show the mind mental patterns and pathways. The mind 

explores and begins to synchronise, or entrain with these physical patterns and 

pathways. Which the mind can then conceptualise and synchronise into 

patterns and pathways that promote the growth of social and emotional 

intelligence and high order thinking skills. 

Level 1 (18 months to 6 years) 
Flow Form Level 1 is a mindfulness based wellbeing program for children aged 

18 months to 6 years. Level 1 is broken into three age groups. Age groups for 

each lesson plan are: 18 months to 2 years; 3 to 4 years; and 5 to 6 years. 

However, educators can easily modify the program to suit the age group they 

are working with. For example, if you are working with 3 to 6 year olds you can 

use the 3 to 4 years lesson plan and add the additional activities contained in 

the 5 to 6 years lesson plan, if the core group is capable.  

Flow Form recognises the importance of developing the whole child, through 

connecting mind, body and spirit. This brain-based movement education 

system integrates Storytime and BrainDance to explore imagination and 

movement through several forms. Through the program children learn through 

movements based in yoga, dance, and the principles of tai chi qigong.  
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Physical, mental and spiritual growth is encouraged through several pathways, 

including patterns in breathing, tactile stimulation, core-distal, head-tail, 

upper-lower, body-size, cross lateral, and vestibular. Pathways for developing 

spirit also include singing, chanting, meditation, reverence, group activity and 

role playing. The program is fun and interactive in a way that will engage 

belonging, being and becoming, regardless of their learning style.  

Story Time And BrainDance 
Throughout the various lessons of this program, Storytime integrates Brain-

Dance to explore: 

Brain Dance Patterns (Anne Gilbert. 2000).  

Breath – Oneness 

- Take 4-5 deep breaths 

Tactile – Sensing  

- Tap, pat, squeeze, scratch, brush whole body. 

Core-distal – Twoness 

- Engage core muscles then reach out from naval 

Core strength and distal points (head, tail, fingers, toes). 

Head-Tail – Lively spine 

- Wiggle, bend, twist spine 

Upper-Lower – Grounding 

- Stabilize lower, move upper body: stabilize upper, move lower 

Body-side – Making choices (Polarities). 

- Bend, stretch, twist, shake on one side then other side of body. 

Cross-Lateral – Robust Thinking 

- Move and connect opposite body parts: knee to elbow, etc. 

Vestibular – First Sense 

- Tip, sway, turn, balance 
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Note: Mindfulness, Tai Chi Qigong, yoga/stretching and dance are integrated 

into the Flow Form program using these patterns.  

These concepts are explore through the four 
learning styles: 
While learners will often show a preference for one learning style over 

another, all learners use all these learning styles to some degree. 

Auditory learners will enjoy the music, listening to the teacher, communicating 

with the group. Sharing in the group. 

Visual learners will enjoy watching the teacher and peers practice and express 

their ability to move and act within their environment. They will also enjoy the 

storyline aspect of the program and sharing with the group. Additionally, 

teachers are encouraged to show pictures.  

Kinetic learners will enjoy participating in the physical activities and drama role 

playing re-enactments, dancing, yoga, energy work, and working as a group.  

Verbal learners will enjoy learning new words. Additionally, they will enjoy 

sharing within the group as they rehearse welcome songs, chants, positive 

affirmations and participating in metta meditations.  

This program also incorporates 10 wellbeing focus points: positive emotion; 

engagement; interest; purpose; meaning; autonomy; competence; 

relatedness; positive relationship; and accomplishment. 

Additional concepts developed within the child, through the program included: 

mindfulness, courage; determination; perseverance; duty of care; compassion; 

loving kindness; a sense of oneness and unity; interconnectedness; 

interdependence; logical thinking; creative thinking; imaginative thinking and 

independence. 
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Story Time And Brain Dance 

Level 1.3.2: 5 to 6 years. 
Theme: To the moon. Being an astronaut. 

Archetype: Adventurer – scientific explorer. 

Storyline: Tom goes to the moon. 

Tom wants to discover what’s on the moon and why the moon has dark spots.   

Sustainability concept taught: Tom knows not to leave any rubbish on the 

moon. He is aware that we should never left rubbish anywhere we go. 

 

 

Flourishing focus point: Positive Emotion 

Positive emotion is encouraged through enjoying the lesson; being one with the group; exploring movement 

within the body; imagination; gratitude; metta moment of sending and receiving energy; and always making 

sure we don’t leave rubbish around – even if it’s on the moon!  
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Beginning the program with circle time and… 

Welcome song 
Good morning friends 

Good morning friends 

It’s good to see you here today, 

Good morning friends 

Good morning friends 

Let's all share our names, ready for play. 

Good morning___________, good morning _________, good 

morning_________ 

I'm glad you here today. 

Good morning___________, good morning _________, good 

morning_________ 

Etc. (until all names are called).  

Ok, now it's time to play. 

Flow into group chant with clapping rhythm and/or foot tapping, or stamping 

patterns… 
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Chant 
Let’s begin with 4 nice deep breaths to get our mind and body in sync.  

Great job everyone! Let’s do our group singing chant: 

You are me 

And I am you 

(Clap x7) 

Being together in what we do. 

Power up, power up. 

We are here to have some fun. 

(Clap x 7). 

Reach the star (stretching up with both hands/palms open) and feel the sun 

(open arms 45% angle and imagine feeling the suns energy). 

Power up, power up. 

We know when we dance together, 

We could become friends forever. 

Power up, power up. 

Great job - Let’s clap it out nice and fast with 10 claps (clap 10 times) 

Great job every! Who is feeling energized? Notice how your hands are feeling.  

Pathway: Tactile. Qigong; rhyming.  

Flow into physical yoga warm up… 

Time for our yoga. 
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Physical Warm Up 
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Flow into conscious breathing (mindfulness of breath)… 
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Mindfulness Of Breath 
Let’s all place our hands on our tummies and feel our breathing cycle (x 4 

breaths).  

Pathway – Mindfulness of breath. 

Flow into Story Time and BrainDance…. 

Today’s Story Time. 
Today’s sounds to play to begin the story: Choose relaxing background music.   

Who would like to hear about Tom's adventure to the moon, and play along 

with our story time today? Ok great! All sit in a large circle with enough space 

between each other, so we can move around without touching the child either 

side of us. 

Pathway: Spatial awareness.  

Great job everyone. Now that we are all settled in to our own space on the 

floor, let's see what Tom looks like. 

This is Tom (show the picture of Tom, or find your own cartoon child dressed 

as an astronaut).  

In today's story Tom is going to the moon and being an astronaut. So once 

again he is being an adventurer. But this time he has decided to be a scientific 

explorer that visits the moon. 

I have a picture of the moon, so you can all see what it looks like close up.  

Hold up the picture of the moon and point out the dark spots and the creators.  
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Here’s close up shot of the moon’s surface.  
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Our story begins at night. Tom is laying on his bed, looking out of his window, 

staring up at the moon.  He likes placing his hand on his tummy to feel his 

breathing, as he watches the moon.  

Let's all be like Tom and lay down, pretend we are laying on our beds and 

looking up at the beautiful moon, as we place our hands on our bellies and 

notice our breathing. You might like to close your eyes and just imagine you 

can see the moon in your mind. 

Tom loves looking at the moon. Especially when it’s a full moon. A nice big 

circle of light. He loves its beautiful light. And the way the moon light shines 

over the trees in his yard. When it’s a full moon, Tom can still see their shapes 

and branches and leaves on the trees outside, even when it’s night time.  

He loves the way watching the moon makes him feel so relaxed and peaceful.  

He took 4 nice deep breaths and felt grateful in his heart for the beautiful big 

moon, so high up in the sky, sharing its light.  

Let's all do that. Take 4 nice deep breaths and feel our gratitude for the 

beautiful moon that shines its light for us to feel peaceful and also see in the 

dark when it's night time.  

Pathway: Mindfulness of breath; using the mind’s eye. 

As Tom lay on his bed, he wondered to himself, 'Why does the moon have dark 

spots on it?' 

Then Tom sat up. He had a great idea! Everyone sitting back up.  

Tom decided he should build a rocket ship, so he could go and visit the moon 

and find out everything he could about it! 

So he got out of bed and starting building. Everyone standing up now. 

Let's pretend to be Tom and build a rocket ship for ourselves! 

First we will pretend to pick up our heavy metal sheet in front of us and wrap it 

around, in a big circle, to form a nice big cylinder. This will be our ship.  

Bend down and pretend to pick up a heavy sheet of metal to make your 

rockets with. Then hold your arms outward, pretending to be holding a very 

large cylinder. Slowly walk around in a small circle, where you are, side 

stepping like a crab, until you return to your starting point.  
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Pathways: Travelling in circle. 

Ok, great job everybody. That's the first part of our rocket ship built. But now 

we need a nice big pointy cone for its top.  

Everyone make a pointy cone with your hands and keep your wrists nice and 

straight (demonstrate wrists straight). 

Now we need to reach up really, really high and carefully place our pointy cone 

top on the top of our rocket cylinder.  

Reaching up, raising arms nice and high, and reaching onto our tippy toes. 

Pretend to place the lid on the rocket (demonstrating arms moving forward, 

placing the top on the rocket, as your hands pretend to slide down either side 

of the pointy cone top). 

Pathway: Vestibular - balance. 

Great job everyone. That was tricky wasn't it? 

There is something else we are going to need for our trip to the moon. We are 

going to need to take some air to breath. Do you know why? 

(That's right) Once we leave the earth, we will only have the air we take with 

us. Because all the oxygen that we breathe is inside our earth, right here. 

There's no air to breathe up in space. And we need air to breath.  

Let's sit on the floor so we can put on our space suits. Make sure it fitting well.  

Demonstrate tapping up legs and arms to put on the suit.  

Pathway: Tactile  

Don't forget to put your moon boots on (demonstrate crossing the mid-section 

to put each boot on). 

Pathway: Cross lateral pretending to put boots on. 

And now let’s carefully put our helmets on. And let's check our air is working 

with 4 nice big deep breaths (demonstrate pretending to put a helmet over 

your head and then holding your hands up either side of the helmet, pretend 

to be holding your helmet and breathing deeply). 

Pathway: Mindfulness of breath 
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Is everyone getting oxygen? 

Ok, great. We are also going to make sure we take a container with us so we 

can collect samples from the moon and bring them back home with us and 

investigate our samples. Because we have scientific minds – just like Tom!  

Where should we put our pretend sample container? 

Let the children come up with ideas of where to attach their imaginary 

containers. Let them see you cross over your body, twisting your waist slightly 

to place a container on the side of your body). 

Pathway: Creative, innovative thinking; Head-tail - twisting torso; Upper-

lower – grounding by keeping legs still and moving top half of body. 

Ok are we ready to go? Everyone crouch down. Let’s pretend to be a rocket. 

Use your hands to make the pointy rocket cone top.   

Are you ready to countdown for blast off? All together now 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 

3, 2, 1 blast off! 

Demonstrate slowly standing back up, with hands still pointed together. Raise 

arms above your head, pretending to be the rocket flying upward. 

And up we go. Up, up, up (demonstrating stretching onto tippy toes and then 

feet back down to the ground). 

Pathway: Core-distal - from crouching, with hands together, to standing and 

stretching's upwards.  

Now we are flying through space. 

To keep our balance, make sure your feet are pushing into the floor so you are 

nice and grounded.  

Hands still above your head, pretending to be our rockets, as we fly through 

space. 

Demonstrate swaying/bending gently to the left, and then to the right - and 

repeat. 

Pathways: Upper-lower - grounding: stabilize lower, move upper body; Body-

side - stretching to either side. Vestibular - balancing. 
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We need to make sure our rocket lands on the dark side of the moon. 

Otherwise, the light from the sun will be too hot for us because the moon is 

closer to the sun, than our earth is. So it’s much hotter. 

Let's land our rockets. Demonstrate crouching down, bringing hands down to 

the floor. Resting hands on the ground. 

Pathway: Vestibular - balancing; Core-distal - from distal points (stretching's 

up, to crouching in down).  

Great job. Everyone stand up and get ready to explore. 

Since we are on the moon now, we will be able to jump a lot easier. And we 

will feel very, very light. So let's all try that together. 

Everyone take a nice big jump forward.  

Wow. My body feels so light. I can jump so much higher on the moon. Let's 

jump back to our places again. 

Pathway: Bone mass development. Upper-lower - stabilizing upper body, 

moving lower. Vestibular – balance.  

Great job everybody! The moon has a different gravity to earth, which is why 

we feel so very light. Let's all leap around in our circle, until we reach the other 

side of our circle and pretend we are experiencing how light our bodies feel 

here on the moon.  

Turning to the right and leaping around to the other side of the circle without 

bumping into anyone. 

This feels amazing. Let's turn around and go back the other way, until we get 

back to our position. Turning to the left and leaping around the circle until you 

return to your starting position. 

Great job everyone. 

Pathways: Traveling in a curved lines; Upper-lower - stabilizing upper body, 

moving lower body. Vestibular – balance for leaping. 

Let's get on our knees now, so we can take a closer look at the moon’s surface.  

The surface of the moon looks like it’s covered with dust and little pebbles and 

rocks. Looking around. And I can see big boulders as well. Boulders are like 

giant big rocks.  
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Let's rub our hands on the moon’s surface to explore with our hands.  

Pathway: Tactile.  

We better take some of this lunar dust back home with us. It's actually called 

regolith. That's a tricky word - everybody try to say it. [reg-e-lith]. And it’s 

made up of lots of elements, there is even gold and silver in it. Let's use our 

hand to pretend to shovel some regolith up so we can put it in our special 

container. Don't forget to put some pebbles in too. And then we can attach our 

container back to our suits again.  

Demonstrating this process. 

Pathway: Tactile – hand sweeping across the ground. 

I’ve got an idea. Let’s all pretend we are tiny pebbles on the moon’s surface. 

Everyone get into our yoga child pose to pretend to be tiny pebbles, and take 

some nice big breaths while we are here. 

And now let’s jump up and be a great big boulders.  

Demonstrate jumping up into star pose.  

Great job. Bring arms down. 

Pathway: Core-distal – from small to big. Mindfulness of breath.  

Oh. I've just noticed...It's actually cold on this side of the moon, because the 

suns not shining here. Let’s warm up our bodies a little bit.  

Demonstrating rubbing up arms and legs and over bodies.  

Now let's shake that energy all around our bodies. Everyone have a nice big 

body shake (demonstrating gently shaking out arms and legs and creating lively 

spine action). Ah, that feels great! 

Pathway: Tactile - rubbing body; Head-tail - lively spine.  

Ok, let's go explore further. Remember on the moon we are very light so we 

can leap around to explore things. The moon’s surface also has different size 

creators on it, where it's been hit by comets and meteoroids and asteroids.  

Comets are big boulders, like huge rocks that are covered with ice; asteroids 

are just comets without the ice. And meteorites are much smaller than comets. 

They can look like rocks, or pebbles. Meteorites travel super, super fast and 
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the speed they hit the moon causes big explosions and that causes the creators 

that we can see on the moon.  

When we are on earth looking at the moon, sometimes it’s possible to see the 

moon getting hit. To us it looks like a tiny little twinkle of a star, but on the 

moon it’s a great big explosion.  

And that's what causes the dark spots on the face of the moon. Those dark 

spots are the moons creators.  

Oh look. I can see a great big creator right into front of us.  We've actually all 

standing around its edge. I wonder whether it was a comet, or a meteorite, or 

an asteroid that made this creator.  

Let's all go leaping around our circle and pretend we are leaping around the 

creator’s edge. Be mindful not to bump into the person in front of you. 

Everyone turn to your right so we can all go leaping around the moon in the 

same direction. Remember, be mindful that you don't bump into anyone else. 

Let’s all stop and turn around to go back the other way. That was fun! 

Return to starting position.  

Pathway: Travelling in curved lines. 

Let's have a break. Everyone sitting down and placing our hands on our 

tummies to feel our breathing. 

Pathway: Mindfulness of breath. 

Closing our eyes now. And just sitting quietly on the moon, pretending to be 

astronauts just like Tom.  

On the moon we can’t hear anything! No sounds at all! That's because our ears 

need the air for sound to travel through, but there’s no air up here, so all we 

can hear is the sound of our own breathing from the air in our space suit.  

Tom is just sitting still and listening to his breathing right now. Sometimes, Tom 

really enjoys being alone… and just sitting quietly, feeling peaceful, listening to 

his breathing.  He does love being with his friends too, but he also loves his 

alone time.  

Let's take a moment to feel like Tom, big smiles as we sit with this stillness, 

feeling peace, listening to our breathing for 5 nice big breaths. 
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Ah I feel really good. It’s so beautiful and peaceful up hear.  

Pathway:  mindfulness of breath.  

Let's have one more look around before we return home to earth. 

Sit up nice and straight, reaching your chins up and pretending to look around 

at all the beautiful stars that are out here. Gently turning your heads and 

rotating them around to imagine seeing all the stars in every direction.  

Now let's twist our bodies so we can see behind us.  

(Demonstrate pointing, as your body is still twisted) I can see a big old volcano 

in the distant and some mountains. Point to where you can see an old volcano 

and mountains. 

Let's twist the other way (demonstrate twisting the other way and then 

pointing). And I can see our earth from here. Pretend you can see the earth 

and point in its direction. It looks like a beautiful big shiny blue ball, with white 

clouds sweeping across it. And it's spinning really, really slowly. 

Don’t forget to show the children a picture of the earth from space as a follow 

up, after the lesson is over. 

Let's pretend to be planet earth, slowly spinning on its axis.  

Everyone standing up. Make a nice big circle, so no-one is touching anyone 

else. Bring your arms out by your side to help you balance, and gently and 

slowly spin around on the spot 3 times.  

Pathway: Traveling in a circle; Vestibular – balance. 

Great job everyone.  

Extension for 3 to 4; and 5 to 6 year old age groups.  

Now, let's see if we can pretend to be the moon spinning around the earth. 

First let's imagine the earth is right here in front of us. Let's put our hands out 

and pretend to be touching our world all together (still in circle time, 

demonstrate wrists bent, palms facing forward pretending to be touching the 

world).  

Breathe in nice and deep and feel the earth sharing its energy with you.  

And now let’s pretend to fill up our earth with our loving energy. With each out 

breath, let's blow our energy into the earth.  
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Breathing in, receiving the earth’s energy with our hands, and then breathing 

out, sending our energy into the earth.  

One more time (repeat instruction).  

Great job everybody! Let's move that energy all around our bodies. Shake it 

around (demonstrate shaking your bodies, arms and legs and lifting one foot at 

a time. Remember to gently loosen your neck with quick little head turns). 

Ahhh… That feels great, doesn't it!  

Pathway: Tai Chi qigong - receiving and sending energy. Transferring energy 

around the body.  

Now, let’s pretend to be the moon. Spread your arms out a little to help keep 

your balance and slowly spinning on our axis. See if you can slowly spin around 

2 times, staying where you are. 

Fantastic! That's what the moon is doing all the time. But it takes about 27 

days just to spin around just one time! Could you imagine taking 27 days to 

spin around in a circle?  

The moon also travels around the earth. So, let's pretend we are the moon, 

slowly spinning and travelling around the earth, as we travel around our circle.  

Remember to go really slowly and stay on our orbit around the edge of the 

circle, until we come back to our starting position.  

Great job everyone. Let's all sit on the fall with our legs crossed. Was that fun?  

I wonder if the moon is having fun as it travels around the earth. What do you 

think? Through this moment of contemplation, all answers are encouraged, 

accepted and enjoyed.  

I think before we return home we should explore one more time. Then we can 

come back to our circle again and share what we saw.  

Ok, everyone standing up again and following me. This time we are going to 

travel in a zig zag pattern.  

Turn to one of the children by your side, placing a hand on their head. 

Everyone line up behind Billy.  

Ok. Now Billy will follow me and you will follow the person in front of you, as 

we zig zag around the room, and pretend we are zig zagging across the moon.  
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Have all the children follow you leaping (or walking) around the room in a zig, 

zag pattern - as you point out dust, pebbles, rocks, boulders, creators, old dead 

volcanoes and mountains. 

Pathway: Traveling in zig zag lines. Note: you can add curving lines but make 

sure you let the children know you are traveling in a curved line. If space is an 

issue, just curve around your circle again. 

That was fun. Let's return to our circle time. 

I have had so much fun exploring the moon. But I think it’s time to return 

home now. 

Let's get back into our rockets, crouching on the floor ready for blast off. 

Ready, to do the countdown for blast off. All together now. 10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 

blast off!  

Demonstrate standing up with arms above head in tree pose. And up, up, up 

(stretching high), and gently swaying to either side as we fly back home. 

..And down, down, down, landing back on earth (demonstrate crouching, 

bringing hands down to the floor) and then returning to our sitting positions 

with our legs crossed. 

Great job guys, we have landed safety back on earth. Who wants to tell me 

what they enjoyed most about their visit to the moon? We have been using 

our imaginations and our bodies to have some fun together. Now, does anyone 

want to share their thoughts out loud, with our group? 

Pathway: Using core-distal pattern for higher order thinking skills. Being 

within and now sharing with the group.  

Ok, time for today’s dance moves. 

Today’s Dance Moves 
Who is ready to practice their dance moves?  

Play todays music: Find a YouTube link of Dancing in the moonlight. Music by  

Toploader.  

Great! Ok let's do this.  
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Due to the difficult of mastering spinning, we will not be adding breathing 

rhythms to today’s dance session.  

Dance Move 1 

Everyone make sure you have your own space to dance in, so you will not be 

touching, or bumping into anyone else. Let’s put our arms out to check if we 

have given ourselves enough room. For our first move we are going to gently 

and slowly spin around in a circle, with our arms slightly out and down by our 

bodies. Be mindful to stay in your position. 

That’s great. Now, let’s slowly spin the other way. 

Allow for approximately 2 spins in both directions.  

Great job everybody!  

Dance Move 2 

For our next dance move we are going to do the same thing, but this time we 

are going to hold our arms out to shoulder height. 

Let’s go to our right for two gentle slow spins and then to our left for two 

gentle slow spins.  

You guys are amazing! 

Dance Move 3 

For our third dance move we are going to do the same thing, but this time we 

are going to hold our arms up high, on a 45% angle, with our palms open and 

facing inward. 

Once again we will go to our right for two gentle slow spins and then to our left 

for two gentle slow spins.  

Fantastic! Now, here’s our next move. Remember we are still using our mindful 

awareness of what our body is doing. 

Dance move 4 

Well done everybody. 

Now for dance move number 5 we are going to get back into our circle time 

and spread out so we wouldn’t bump into anyone else and we will slowly spin 

on our axis, as we travel nice and slowly around our circle, until we get to the 
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other side of the circle. I want you to choose how you will hold your arms. 

Either down, out or up (demonstrating the 3 positions once more) 

Great job everyone. That was really tricky wasn’t it? Let’s give ourselves a good 

shake out.  

Pathways for all four dance moves:  Vestibular-balance. Circular and curved 

pathways. Upper-lower – grounding getting upper body still as lower body 

moves. Dance move 4 includes Head-tail – lively spine – shake out.  

Dance move 5 

Now for dance move number 5! Which is very, very tricky. So don’t worry if 

you can’t do it properly. Because no one can the first time they practice. But, 

when practice something over and over again – that’s how we do eventually 

get really good at it.  

It’s called the moon walk. Everyone watching me first. We begin with one 

stood flat on the ground, while our other foot is up on the ball of our foot, with 

our heel off the floor. Everyone do that. And even though your heel is off the 

ground, make sure you feel very stable on that foot. Just feel it with your mind 

and gently push into the ground. When you are ready, then we slide the flat 

foot backwards and raise our heel up, as we place the other foot flat on the 

floor. And we just keep repeating that as we travel backwards.  

Let’s all practice that a few times.  

Watch a YouTube click – this is not hard for adults, with a little practice.  

Well done everybody.  

Pathway: Vestibular – balance. Tactile – feeling feet on floor. Travelling 

backwards. 

Flow into invitation of extending dance session… 

End the session by offering an opportunity 
for free dance. 
Now it’s time for some free dance. Let’s spend a few minutes just enjoying our 

own form of dance expression as we explore how we can move our bodies.  
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Turn the music up a little. Children spend time in free dance. Playing in their 

imagination continuing on with Tom’s journey, practicing their new dance 

moves, or simply expressing themselves.  
Flow into reverence and gratitude to begin ending session (turning off music)…  

Ok, guys. Great effort!  Let’s return to our circle positions so we can do our 

reverence and gratitude… 

Reverence And Gratitude 

Repeat after me, placing our hands in prayer pose for one last time. 

We give thanks for being together today. 

We give thanks for the fun we’ve had, and our time in play.  

We give thanks for our bodies, our yoga and dance. 

We give thanks for our beautiful moon and the peaceful light it shines for us. 

Plus…Who can share something else we can give thanks for today? Put your 

hand up if you would like to share… 

….Great job everybody. 

Now let’s preform our ending pose in honour of the moon: PRETEND TO BE –A 

Rocket, stretching tall with our hands up high in prayer pose and taking three 

nice big breaths, wearing our smiles.  

You may want to choose additional yoga poses to end the session. For 

example: Kneeling pose. Ask the children if they would like to try another pose. 

Flow into a metta practice 

Metta Moment 
And finally, as we end our session today, let’s bring our attention to our hearts, 

as we continue to breathe and connect with our feelings of joy for a moment 

of metta. I had so much fun with you all today and it makes my heart feel joy. 

Who’s feeling joy inside?  

Let’s connect with that joy for a moment together, and just breath and feel 

peaceful (demonstrate smiling with hand on heart, or tummy, or in pray pose).  
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Notice those good feeling in your mind, and in your bodies, and in your spirit as 

you take another three nice big deep breaths. Feeling joy and feeling love from 

enjoying our time together.  

Thank all the children for their company…Let’s end the session using our 

motto. Bring it in. Everyone placing their hands on top of someone’s hand. All 

together now, full of energy: ‘Love one another…all day long!’ And one more 

time! Repeat. Encourage a spirited chant! Resembling a team spirit shout out.   

End of today’s session… 

 

 

 


